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FORCES OF ATOMS IN A BLACK HOLE STATE 

 

 

Document F1e: 

 

 Always black hole atoms arise from ordinary atoms when the electron shells of ordinary 

atoms collapse inwards very close to the nucleus and almost touching it. (see the table of 

isotopes at Wikipedia). It is done by a temporary forming of vanderwaalsforce (= London 

force) between the present ‘shell electron pairs’ in the atom and only in combination with 

extremely high speeds and high kinetic energy. 

 The vanderwaals force is only generated by ‘shell electron pairs’ and not by 

individual single shell electrons of atoms. The vanderwaals force of electron pairs is 

proportional to the square of the (rotational) speed of the atom in the universe relative to the 

center C of the universe. The collapse of ordinary atoms to black hole atoms can take place 

only if the ordinary atom possesses at least two electron pairs, so beginning from beryllium. 

 The collapse of ordinary atoms to black hole atoms takes place only at extremely high 

rotational speed and at a high pressure. 

 The elements hydrogen, helium and lithium have no or only one pair of electrons. That is 

why these atoms cannot collapse to the black hole state and they cannot be included in a 

black hole! It could happen only after these 'smallest elements’ had nuclear fusion into 

beryllium and higher elements! 

 In black hole atoms nuclei have hardly space to vibrate. It means these atoms have an 

extremely low temperature. All black hole atoms be standard near about 2.7 kelvin, the 

background temperature of the universe. Black holes are horribly cold. 

 Black holes can only induce gravitation and emit infrared radiation and nuclear particles 

but no light due to the low temperature! Not being able to emit light has absolutely nothing 

to do with gravity! 

The event horizon of black holes is similar to that on Earth and elsewhere in the universe. 

 In this document, the entire system of 8 fundamental forces working in black hole atoms is 

deduced. 

 Rotational energy ensures that the higgs particles of protons and the ones of the electrons 

cannot collapse into a singularity. This also applies to quarks, protons, electrons, the atom 

and the black hole atom. The electron shells of ordinary atoms may well collapse into black 

hole atoms, but they cannot collapse further into a singularity! The concept of singularity is 

absurd! 

 In the universe, black holes and other compact celestial bodies the most compressed form of 

matter that trapped much kinetic energy. When all matter in the universe together would 

collapse into one black hole then the result would be one huge spherical black hole with a 

radius of about 50-100 million km. It would not be a singularity! 
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*1) INTRODUCTION 

In document F1a 2014 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu the author derived his own standard model 

consisting of only four super symmetric higgs particles; two for the (anti)proton and two for the 

(anti)electron. This model applies to all higgs particles in the relative calm state in which 

approximately 99.99% of all higgs particles in the universe are constantly present. 

Approximately 0.01% of the higgs particle is temporarily in an energetic extreme conditions such as 

occur in particle accelerators and during nuclear (fusion) reactions. For those particles applies the 

current standard model fully! 

Based on the standard higgs model of Uiterwijk Winkel in document F1c it appears that almost all 
matter in the universe has been made up mandatory of protons (= ordinary matter) and the same 

number of electrons (= anti matter). Initially only the element hydrogen can be formed with these two 

building particles of the atom. His model also contains the anti-matter particles. 

 

-) Higher elements are only built by nuclear fusion beginning from hydrogen: 
In document F1d is apparent that initially the other elements of the periodic system only have been 

formed by nuclear fusion starting from hydrogen. For energetic reasons this fusion process is used 

universe-widely in exactly the same way through the single steps of: 

a) the attachment of one electron to a proton in the outermost atomic nucleus; it becomes a 

‘nucleus electron’; 

b) the attachment of one proton to this nucleus electron, 
c) the placing of a single electron in a (sub) electron shell; 

it becomes a ‘shell electron’. 

This step-wise building up of atoms corresponds to the minimum/maximum principle or min/max 1 

principle in document F1f. It results only in atoms which are arranged in accordance with the 

elements of the periodic table; see the table of isotopes Wikipedia where all neutrons in the nucleus 

are replaced by one proton and one electron. 

 

-) Adjust Bohr’s atomic model: 

With the higher elements exclusively formed by fusion, the author accepts the Bohr atomic model. 

However in the atomic nucleus all neutral neutrons are replaced by a single positively charged proton 

and a negatively charged ‘nuclear electron’. In the nucleus the ratio of protons and electrons is a little 
over two so that the nucleus is positively charged standard; just as much as its current atomic number. 

In an atom the positive charge of the nucleus (Z €) is neutralized by the same number (Z) of 

negatively charged (‒€) shell electrons. 

Individual shell electrons are always present as much as possible in the form of shell electron pairs. 

During the formation of electron pairs binding energy comes out as heat. 

 

Result with ordinary atoms electron shells exist in relatively huge absolutely empty spaces between 

the electron shells around the nucleus. These atoms have a huge volume (compared to the nuclei) that 

can be regarded as 100% vacuum in fact. 

Those huge spaces between the electron shells for normal atoms are almost completely disappeared in 

a black hole state and the atom has been completely shriveled to a nucleus with direct surrounded with 

same distribution of electron shells and now exclusively filled with loose electrons rotating around the 
nucleus almost at the speed of light. Because the atomic nucleus can hardly vibrate at black hole 

atoms increases the temperature to about 2.7 kelvin. 

 

With the atomic model the author follows Bohr but all of the atoms are constructed with only protons 

and electrons. These particles possess as elemental forces only electric charge force and magnetic spin 

force and so they generate no other force! The atomic nucleus does not contain any more uncharged 

neutrons because each has been replaced by one proton and one electron. 

 

-) Formation of black hole atoms by collapse of the electron shells from ordinary atoms: 

Without exception black hole atoms originate from ordinary elements by the collapse of the electron 

shells until just near the nucleus. This collapse can only take place if ordinary atoms have at least two 
electron pairs. That is the case from beryllium (Be). 

 

Electron pairs generate the physical vanderwaals force (= London force). That force increases 

quadratically with the linear speed of the atom in the universe related to the center C of the universe! 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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The collapse of the electron shells of ordinary atoms occurs only at extremely large rotational speed of 

about 20-50 thousand km/s.  And correspondingly the dramatically increased of vanderwaals forces 

followed by the formation of vanderwaals bonds between the pairs of electrons inside the atoms, 

present by which the electron shells to collapse near the nucleus in a similar structure. In this paper 

author deduces both the structures and the forces of black hole atoms. 

 

 

* 2) WHAT IS BLACK-HOLE-MATTER AND WHAT ARE BLACK HOLE ATOMS: 

 

-) Collapse of ordinary atoms into black hole atoms by forming vanderwaals bonds: 

Black-hole-matter is composed of ordinary atoms whose electron shells are collapsed to face near the 

nucleus. How can that be? 

All the shell electron pairs of ordinary atoms generate all kinds of physical and chemical forces as a 

result of linear velocity and angular velocity of the atom in the universe relative to the center C of the 

universe. 

Within the electron shells loose shell electrons form electron pairs as much as possible which already 

released bonding heat during the formation of the atoms after nuclear fusion. These electron pairs 

generate the physical vanderwaals force (+W2k) (in addition to gravitational forces). The vanderwaals 

force is related to kinetic energy. It increases or decreases quadratically with the linear and angular 

velocities (relatively to C) of the atom in the universe. 
 

-) Nucleus becomes fully clamped within the electron shells: 

When the rotation speed and the corresponding rotational energy are high enough the induced 

vanderwaals forces between shell electron pairs inside the black-hole-atoms quantitatively reach such 

a strength, that the formation of vanderwaals bonds start. 

These bonds are formed both within the electron shells of an atom and mutual between the electron 

shells. These vanderwaals bonds cause the collapse of all the electron shells of the atom. 

A lot of empty space disappears between the shell electrons. 

This structured collapse of the electron shells results in exactly the same number of (sub-) electron 

shells filled with the same number of electrons but these electron shells are now situated in spherical 

bands immediately adjacent to the nucleus; see figures 18a – 18n! The system of all higher isotopes 
goes accordingly. 

The structure of the ordinary atom and its corresponding black-hole atom remains full, but the original 

huge volume shrinks by a factor of about a 1015 but a black-hole atom never shrinks to a singularity! 

 

The formation of vanderwaals bonds inside the atom and the thereby collapse of the electron shells of 

ordinary atoms to black hole atoms can only take place by atoms with at least two pairs of electrons 

and thus only from the element of beryllium (Be); the first element with at least two electron pairs 

required and only at extremely high rotational speeds (> 20-50 thousand km / s) in the atom. 

 

During the collapse of the electron shells the nucleus is increasingly trapped and eventually almost 

completely trapped within its original electron shells which are now situated immediately adjacent to 

the nucleus. The vibrations of the nucleus are becoming more restricted so that the temperature of the 
black-hole-atom is reduced further and further to about 2.7 kelvin (= background temperature of the 

universe). 

During the collapse the atomic vibration energy and the potential energy of the electrons relative to 

their nucleus are converted into kinetic energy of the shell electrons which result in the high angular 

velocity to near the speed of light c of the shell electrons around their nucleus. 

 

As a result of that increase of speed again all electron pairs divide into separate shell electrons and the 

vanderwaals forces and their bonds disappear. However the collapse of the electron shells close to the 

nucleus is irreversible. 

Larger atoms with an odd number of shell electrons first forming mutually electron pairs which also 

vanderwaals form bonds. These electron pairs fall during the collapse of the atom then again apart 
resulting in black hole atoms with an odd number of shell electrons! 

 

-) H, He, Li and H2 cannot collapse: 

None of the ‘smallest’ elements hydrogen, helium and lithium have a couple with two paired 

electrons. The atoms or molecules feel from each other if the vanderwaals forces is close enough. 
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The electron shells of these smallest atoms cannot collapse until right near the nucleus. These atoms 

cannot be transformed in any way into black hole atoms how high the gravitational pressure from the 

outside would become. Therefore the lightest elements hydrogen, helium and lithium are not available 

in a black hole. They remain adhering to the outer side of any black hole! 

 

Around the central black holes of galaxies at first the lightest atoms have to fuse to beryllium and/or 

higher elements before they still can be merged into this central black hole. In smaller black holes the 

gas pressure and the temperature are too low for nuclear fusion. Therefore these smaller black holes 

are always surrounded by layers of liquid helium, solid hydrogen and solid lithium. Then the black 
hole itself is entirely from view due to these layers. 

The required fusion can take place only around the central black holes of galaxies at local high 

pressure and temperature of millions of kelvin while the central black hole itself still hanging at 2.7 

kelvin! Only gravitational betrays the presence of that huge black hole. 

 

-) Disposal of absorbed photons: 

During the collapse of the electron shells also practically all the photons are ‘squeezed out’ and 

expelled from the black hole. That is why the collapsing black hole becomes colder and is given a 

final temperature of approximately 2.7 kelvin which is equivalent to the background temperature of 

the universe; see figures 18a - 18n. 

The different effects of the collapse are elaborated further in section 2.1. During the collapse many X-
rays and gamma rays arise. 

 

 

2.1 FEATURES OF BLACK HOLE ATOMS AND BLACK HOLE MATTER: 

 

-) Periodic table of black hole elements start at Be: 

For black hole atoms a similar system is applicable as the one for ordinary elements of the periodic 

system. However at first this periodic table of elements for black holes starts with black hole element 

beryllium and for the rest it is in accordance with the structure of the electron shells and orbitals in the 

periodic table of Mendeleev. 

The major difference is: a) the lack of real electron pairs and b) at black hole atoms the location of the 
(sub) electron orbits is situated directly flat near the nucleus and then filled with only separate shell 

electrons with rotating speeds around their nucleus near the velocity of light. 

 

-) All neutrons in the atomic nucleus are replaced by one proton and one electron: 

In all ordinary atoms and all black hole atoms the author replaces all the neutrons in the nucleus by 

one proton and one ‘nuclear electron’ and thus reduces the number of basic building blocks of atoms 

from three to two. 

With this replacement the strong nuclear forces and weak ones disappear completely. And anno 2015 

these forces transformed into a strong electrical charge force and a weak magnetic spin force. 

Of all isotopes from hydrogen to boron, the structure of atomic nuclei has been displayed without 

neutrons in the nucleus and only composed of protons and electrons. See figures 19a - 19e. The 

structure of the atomic nucleus at higher isotopes follows one and the same system as that shown in 
the figures 19d – 19 n. Unfortunately that cannot be explained visually with figures any longer. It can 

be done with magnetic beads. 

 

-) Electron pairs split into separate electrons: 

During the collapse of the electron shells of the ordinary atom into a black-hole-atom all electron pairs 

are split into separate electrons. Also this includes disappearance of all their related vanderwaals 

forces/bonds and their chemical force. See the documents under C1, C2, C3 and C4 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

At black hole atoms remain only on the forces related to single shell electrons. These are the same 

type of forces as generated by the shell electron of the common atom. Still the chemical radical power 

is present but due to the extremely high angular velocity (near speed of light) this shell electrons can 
no longer pose a chemical bonds. In black holes molecules are not possible! 

 

-) All black hole atoms are super cold and are at 2.7 kelvin: 

The nucleus becomes completely sandwiched by its shell electrons. It causes that the collapsed 

electron shells leave almost no room to let vibrate the nucleus and to show temperature. Thus all black 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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hole atoms are standard near absolute zero. Because of extremely low temperature black hole atoms 

cannot emit heat or infrared radiation. 

 

-) Jump of shell electrons no longer possible: 

The shell electrons rotate at the speed of light around the nucleus and that is why they already possess 

their maximum possible amount of kinetic energy. So the electron in the black-hole atom cannot jump 

to a energetically higher shell by absorbing photons. 

Also shell electrons in black-hole matter cannot emit quanta anymore, because their quantum state is 

minimal! The shell electrons of the black-hole-atom can therefore emit no light. Black holes are 
standard super cold with a temperature of about 2.7 kelvin. So not being able to emit light is not 

directly related to the heavy gravity of black holes. The relation is only to the extreme low 

temperature. The event horizon of black holes is similar to that of all other celestial bodies! 

 

-) Black holes themselves are perfect mirrors: 
So black holes also reflect, in principle, all the photons 100% as perfect mirrors and so they cannot 

absorb light! A completely different approach to black holes as usual in astrophysics! 

Around all the smaller black holes standard layers of hydrogen, helium and lithium are present. They 

keep the black hole itself completely from view. 

 

-) Physical completely inert; the physical phases of gas, liquid or solid substance has no meaning 

anymore; 

Due to the absence of the electron pairs in black hole atoms vanderwaals forces are absent. So the 

physical states of gas, liquid or solid has no meaning! Black hole atoms are physically totally inert 

without one of the earth in well-known physical phases and states. 

 

-) Chemically inert also: 

Due to absence of electron pairs and lack of space all black hole atoms will be not only physically but 

also chemically completely inert! 

 

-) Basically black holes are unstable: 

As with ordinary atoms the electron shells of the black hole atoms and black holes repulse each other 
mutually. In all the black holes the black hole atoms are very close to each other resulting in an 

enormous electric spring tension. Black holes can only resist this tension together with the much 

smaller magnetic spring tension if they generate enough gravity itself! 

The total gravity of the black hole must always be greater than these electric and magnetic spring 

tension taken together. This minimum amount of gravitational black hole is defined as the critical 

black hole gravitation (Cribgra) further described in section 3.2. 

If a black hole generates insufficient gravity this compact celestial body splashes explosively apart. 

The separated black hole atoms themselves become unstable and then further they dissociate into free 

protons and electrons! 

 

-) No changes to the nucleus: 

During the collapse of the normal atom into a black-hole-atom does not change the structure of the 
atomic nucleus. The rapid shell electrons completely encapsulate the nucleus as in a ‘cocoon’ and 

thereby expel substantially all the photons from atomic nucleus. Due to the cocoon in black hole 

atoms fission and fusion are not any more possible! 

 

-) High energetic ejection from nucleons: 

The atomic nucleus can still emit nuclear particles provided that they have enough high energy to be 

able to pass all the electron shells. Particles resulting from nuclear stabilization can only escape from a 

black hole if they possess a huge amount of energy somewhere around 1020-22 GeV; in the universe the 

most energetic particles known. Further, ejection of nuclear particles that can only take place on the 

outside of the black hole! Inside black holes currents of black hole atoms must take place! 

The currently observed high energy cosmic radiation is believed to originate from such a decay of 
atomic nuclei of atoms in black holes. This radiation will occur mainly in supernova explosions In the 

context of the universe cycle see document G7 and G8 in the next 150 to 250 billion years all black 

holes must be fully stabilized. 
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* 3) THE CREATION OF FORCES ON THE BLACK HOLE ATOM: 

       Where do the forces on the ordinary atom and on black hole atoms come from? 

 

1) Atoms being absolutely stationary in the universe: 

Imagine a black-hole atom or an ordinary atom absolutely stationary in the universe relative to the 

center C of the universe. Then the shell electrons of the atom move in only perfectly undisturbed 

orbits around the nucleus and perfect mono shell electrons cannot generate physical or chemical forces 

except their own elemental powers: a) electric charge force and b) magnetic spin one. The centripetal 

force the electrons need going around the nucleus comes from those two forces. 
 

2) Any form of (rotational) speed in the universe to C results in two effects: 

In all shell electrons of black hole atoms speed in the universe results in two different effects: 

a) speed causes a direct deviation of the path of the shell electron compared to the perfect orbit around  

    the nucleus; every contribution of speed generates its own deviation and force vector. 

b) Due to the velocity in the universe with respect to C the atom will have also an amount of  

     ‘attached’ kinetic energy E = ½mv2. 

Every form of speed adds its own distinctive amount of kinetic energy and force vector. 

Correspondingly that applies also the nucleus! 

 

3) Everywhere 9 to 11 contributions of velocity with respect to center C exist: 
All ordinary matter and black atoms in the universe at present have between 9 to 11 different 

(rotational) movements with respect to the center C of the universe ranging from tens to hundreds of 

km/s! 

Those 9 to 11 movements with respect to the center C in the universe of ordinary atoms and of black 

hole ones will cause that none shell electron can move its perfect orbit. 

Due to kinetic energy and 9 to 11 different speeds of all celestial bodies in the universe all shell 

electrons run always in spherical shells around the atomic nucleus. In black hole atoms the shells are 

always extremely thin. 

The larger the linear velocity of the atom in the universe to C and / or the rotational one the greater the 

deviation in the path of the shell electron with respect to the perfect path around the nucleus and the 

thicker that electron shells are. The position of the electron cannot be determined. 
 

4) The strive of shell electrons to perfect orbits without abnormalities: 

All shell electrons of both regular atoms and black-hole-ones aim themselves to move in a perfect 

orbit without: 

-1) any deviation (see number 6) and 

-2) any ‘added’ kinetic energy by velocity of the atom in the universe; 

     (see number 7. 

Then shell electrons reach the least possible deviation in their orbit around the atomic nucleus. 

 

5) Each velocity in the universe generates its own characteristic 

deviation in orbit of the shell electron: 

Any contribution of velocity (linear or rotational) in the universe generates both at ordinary atoms as 
in a black hole ones their own specific deviation in the path of the shell electrons. 

Therefore all shell electrons experience no less than 9 to 11 in principle separately distinguishing 

deviations of their ideal orbit compared to absolute standstill of the black-hole-atom in the universe 

related to the fixed center C of the universe! 

The same applies equally to all ordinary atoms. These 9 to 11 anomalies together ensure that the shell 

electrons always walk in spherical shells (Heisenberg) and never in tight circles or infinitely thin 

spherical shells in which you always might capture the position of the electron exactly! The author 

explained why this is.  

In science that observation has unfortunately wrongly led to the belief that the nucleus cannot contain 

electrons as charged particles. Until 2014. 

 

6) Physical and chemical force exerted on the atom by  

atom velocity of the black hole in the universe: 

To achieve that ideal state without deviations and without ‘added’ kinetic energy all shell electrons 

induce physical and chemical forces. The greater the speed in the universe the greater the deviation of 

the orbits and the greater the physical and chemical forces the shell electrons generate. 
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Ad -1 number 4) In response to the pursuit of an ideal orbit all single shell electrons of atoms 

black generate gravitational force radiation. Primary gravitation aims to slow down the speed 

of the black-hole-atom with respect to the center C of the universe. And so at the end to reduce 

that speed of the atom to zero. 

This is a new and different perspective on the emergence of the physical phenomenon of 

gravitation. Here Uiterwijk Winkel disconnects Newton’s concepts of mass and gravity! 

Indeed the decrease in velocity in the universe reduces the deviation in the path of the shell 

electrons and reduces the amount thus generated gravitation! 

If the speeds goes down too far and with it the force of gravity then the black hole will explode 
as explained. 

Such a moment is reached at the time of the ‘Little Bang’ at the start of each new cycle of the 

universe. See document G6. 

 

6-1) In black holes only gravitation is relevant: 

In practice for black hole atoms only gravitation relevant because the non-coupled shell electrons 

cannot generate any other force. This shell electrons can still covalent radical generating power but 

because of the speed of light, thus forming an electron pair is impossible (which in ordinary atoms can 

be; see document F1D). 

 

6-1-1) Gravitation radiation 
Gravitation has very special properties. It is the only form of "radiation" without any mass and any 

energy! Because gravitation has not any mass it moves with infinite speed through the universe. All 

gravitation leaves the universe immediately. Gravitation is continuously generated from each ordinary 

atom and every black-hole atom subject to movements in the universe. 

 

6-2) Gravitation and its ‘constant’ (Newton’s gravitational law) 

        are built up from 9 to 11 gravitational vectors: 

Due to the 9 to 11 movements of each ordinary atom and black-hole-one with respect of the center C 

of the universe each contribution of speed generates its own gravitational force. The gravitational 

force radiation of each shell electron thus consists of 9 to 11 separate gravitational force vectors. This 

also applies to the building of the natural constant of gravitation! 
 

Only equal gravitational force vectors attract each other mutually; different from each other rate-

vectors are mutually completely indifferent. This is expressed in the Law of Vectors of Uiterwijk 

Winkel; See 6-3, the next section. 

 

Black holes possess a great angular velocity in respect to the earth and thereby they generate a lot of 

rotation-gravitation that we almost cannot directly observe from the Earth nor measure!  

All the stars and planets and the central black hole of the galaxy are nevertheless subject to the same 

expansion rate that determines the centripetal force in the galaxy.  

Black holes contain more mass than we can perceive through measurements.  

 

6-3) Vector Forces Law Uiterwijk Winkel: 
Only equal gravitational force vectors attract each other mutually. This applies to all ordinary matter 

as all black hole matter. Differing gravitational vectors are completely indifferent to away from each. 

 

This law applies not only to gravity but also for all other shell electrons generated by physical and 

chemical forces that are also all consist of 9 to 11 underlying vectors. This is expressed in the Vector 

Forces Law Uiterwijk Winkel. This not (yet) recognized Law should be at the basis of physics! 

 

6-4) Gravity leads back all matter to the center C of the universe: 

During steps 25-29 of the universe cycle (document G7 and G8) it shows all matter in a galaxy will 

be collected in the central black hole of the galaxy. Then all galaxy are transferred into central black 

holes. Gravitation let them all move to the center C of the universe. This center C is the fixed middle 
of the universal spherical shell and fixed center of the universe.  

There all the 4 to 20 billion central black holes merge into one gigantic black hole with a radius of 

approximately 50-100 million km where is gathered all matter and all energy of the universe. 

 

At the end the speed to C becomes too slow to generate enough gravitation and the built spring tension 

between the electron shell becomes stronger than gravitation force and then the ‘Little Bang’ occurs. 
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The critical black hole gravitation (Cribgra) was reached. In one split second all the atoms in the 

universe stand still simultaneously. A new cycle of the universe starts; documents G6, G7 and G8) 

 

7) Shell electrons strive to the least possible amount of 'added' kinetic energy: 

ad - 2 point 4) In the pursuit of the state of least possible ‘added’ kinetic energy non-coupled shell 

electrons and well-coupled ones generate a number of physical and chemical forces each having  9 to 

11 physical and / or chemical sub forces. When a binding occurs heat is released. 

 

In black hole atoms the shell electrons rotate already almost at light speed around the nucleus and 
these electrons cannot get 'added' energy and therefore no longer they can form electron pairs. That is 

why black hole atoms cannot produce other forces or binds.  

 

8) Black hole atoms are physically and chemically completely inert: 

The shell electrons only generate much gravitational spread over 9 - 11 separate gravity (speed) 

vectors. Gravitation is much more complex than imagined! 

 

 

3.1 THE FUNDAMENTAL FORCES ELEMENTS ISOTOPES PERIODIC SYSTEM: 

 

1) The eight fundamental forces on matter or the elements periodic table: 
The author has the in parallel documents C1, C2 and C3 systematically derived the existing 

fundamental forces on ordinary atoms and in document C4 the forces in black hole elements. For 

details, the author refers to the relevant documents. Here a modified and greatly simplified view of the 

fundamental forces is sufficient. 

 

For black hole elements now author appoints a total of eight different fundamental forces from being: 

-) 2 elementary forces (e) of the proton / electron, 

-) 1 sub elemental force of the atom, 

-) 2 mechanical forces of the atom, 

-) 1 gravitational force, 

-) 1 chemical covalent radical force, 
-) 1 force related to temperature. 

 

Table 3-1: The eight fundamental forces of black hole elements: 

 

a) The elemental forces of the proton and electron: 

         1a) the elementary charge force of the proton: (+Lef p+1), 

         2a) The basic magnetic spin effect of the proton:  (+Mef p + 1), 

         1b), the elementary charge power electron:  (+Lef e-1), 

         2b) The basic magnetic force rotating electron spin: (+Mef e+1), 

 

b) The basal sub elemental power of the atom: 

         3) the centripetal force shell electron (e):  (+Cfk e), 
 

c1) The mechanical speed forces of the nucleus: 

         4), the acceleration force of the nucleus (a):  (+Vf a±) 

         5), the centripetal force of the nucleus (a):  (+ Cpf a), 

 

c2) The base (speed) forces of the shell electron: 

         6) the gravitation of the shell electron:  (+ G1f) 

 

c3) The base (kinetic energy) forces of the shell electron: 

         7) the chemical covalent radical force  (+R1cf) 

 
d) The base (temperature) forces: 

8) the infra-red force of the atomic nucleus (a): (+Qir af). 
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Explanation Table 3 -1: 

1) The system of these eight physical and chemical forces depends essentially on only two of the same 

elemental forces of the proton and the electron, both incurred at higgs level simultaneously with 

antimass or masses; document F1a 2014. Massa, electric charge and magnetic spin form a solid basic 

trinity. 

 

2) At the atomic level the centripetal force keeps the shell electrons of the black-hole atom in its orbit 

as long as the present gravitation is enough. When that is not the case, the black hole and black hole 

atoms explodes into an equal amount of protons and electrons. 
 

3) The forces that are indicated under c1) is generated through change in velocity of molecules and 

change in direction of the linear velocity or angular velocity. 

 

4) Indicated under c2, gravity (+ G1f) caused by velocity of the black-hole-atom in the universe, and 

is only generated by the shell electrons.  

Indicated under c3, the derived chemical covalent radical force (+ R1cf) is also generated by the 

electron shell. 

Due to the enormous speeds shell electrons cannot cause any physical bonds or chemical ones nor an 

electron pair. This will eliminate at c3) the vanderwaals force and bond, and also all other physical 

and chemical forces. In black hole atoms net only gravitation remains! 
 

5) Gravitation consists of as many force vectors as the considered black hole at 9 to 11 movements of 

it in the universe. Only similar vectors attract each other mutually. Not equal gravitational vectors are 

totally indifferent to away from each. (Vector Law Uiterwijk Winkel) 

 

6) Each individual black-hole-atom or a normal one ‘knows’ through the defects of its shell electrons 

and the thereby generated 9 to 11 of gravitational force vectors and through the size of these different 

force vectors, in principle, exactly how far that atom is from the center C of the universe, and with 

which set of 9 to 11 at which speeds it moves with respect to C! This also applies to all ordinary 

molecules in your body! 

 
 

3.2 THE BLACK-HOLE-ATOM IS HIGHLY UNSTABLE 

Due to the incredibly high angular velocities of the shell electrons around the nucleus all free black 

hole atoms are by nature completely unstable. The extremely fast shell electrons leave a free black-

hole-atom immediately. The gravity pressure from outside is disappeared. Also the nucleus splits up in 

its particles and only single electrons and free protons remain. Much kinetic energy and heat release. 

(Only when the Little Bang black hole disintegrates something unique happens: not any form of light, 

heat or particle radiation is released; document G6). 

 

-) Black hole atoms remain stable only if at the same time a lot of black hole atoms are formed 

under enormous pressure and hence much gravitation is concentrated in any small location. This is 

done e.g. by supernova explosions. After the explosion in the center a small black hole or compact 
celestial body remains. Small black holes are also formed during explosions at the end of the life of 

larger stars. Too small black holes (smaller than 5 to 10 km) remain below their critical black hole 

gravitation (Cribgra) and are unstable because the mutual repulsion of the electron shells of the 

present black hole atoms become larger than the gravitational who meet and imprisoned must 

mutually repellent atoms held in the black hole. They disintegrate into equivalent number of protons 

and electrons. 

 

Black holes remain stable when their diameter is at least 5 to 10 km and their rotation speed at the 

equator should be at least 5,000 to 50,000 km/s. 

For black holes is the lower limit of stability of gravitation is in fact a combination of 

-) the amount of black hole atoms and thereby generated gravitation per atom; 
    in particular, rotation gravitation, 

-) Amount of kinetic energy, the speed of rotation generated thereby and 

    thus generated again (rotation) gravitation. 

Each black hole should be of sufficient gravity itself overall to generate above its critical black hole 

gravitational (Cribgra) remain and continue to be stable! 
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-) Critical black hole gravitation (Cribgra): 

The lower limit for a black hole to be stable appoints author as ‘Critical black hole gravitation’ or 

Cribgra. When a black hole comes below the minimum condition of rotational speed and gravity then 

such a small black hole explodes and it splits into separate protons and electrons. Such explosions are 

regularly observed in the universe. 

 

The Little Bang is also a matter of falling below Critical black hole gravitation. 

 That process as the only one runs completely controlled at 0 kelvin without any apparent explosion 

unlike any other explosions and supernovae that are extremely explosive with much radiation of light, 
infrared and particles are settled. See document G6.  
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* 4) ADDITIONS: 

 

-) Composition of black holes: 

The central black holes are formed during the 4-20 billion Big Bangs that some 20 billion years after 

the Little Bang occurred about 20 to 25 billion years ago. They are the first, oldest and largest black 

holes in the universe. These black holes consist mainly of elements with an atomic number greater 

than iron and they contain at the start kinds of unstable that black hole isotopes over the next 150 - 

250 billion years to stabilize fully. All central black holes grow by the inclusion of stars, planets and 

local small black holes. Around that central black hole fusion of hydrogen, helium and lithium 
ongoing until at least beryllium is reached. The average composition of the central black hole thereby 

shifts average to the 'lighter' black hole atoms. 

 

The present smaller black holes in all galaxies occur during nuclear fusion explosions at the final stage 

of the life cycle of big stars. For those smaller black hole the preceding fusion process is less than the 

central black hole. 

Those smaller black holes are fed with elements ≥ Be that change into a black hole state. 

Normally around that black holes no fusion takes place and accumulates a layer of hydrogen, helium 

and lithium. Fusion will only be considered if these little black holes eventually will be swallowed by 

the central black hole present in every galaxy. 

 

-) Function of black holes: 

Eventually each of the 4 to 20 billion galaxies disappears within a period of 150 to 200 million years 

complete in its own central black hole. Only then the further expansion of the universe spherical shell 

ends. Then all central black holes reach also a stable condition and contain all the matter of their 

galaxy and energy. Black holes play a vital and central role in the universe cycle. 

 

-) Forces on black-hole matter are derivatives of the proton and electron: 
Uiterwijk Winkel simplifies the atomic model of Bohr radically by replacing each neutrons in the 

nucleus by one proton and one electron. So he minimizes the number of building blocks of both the 

ordinary atom as the black-hole atom from three pieces to two ones. He fills the strong nuclear force 

concrete with a strong' electrical charge force while the weak nuclear force is actually filled with 
weak magnetic spin force. 

 

The current (2014) system with four fundamental forces is thus greatly simplified to only two 

elementary forces with only: 1) the elementary electric charge force, 2) the elementary magnetic spin 

effect. The sub elementary force holds the shell electrons in fixed orbits around the nucleus. 

 

-) Creation of black hole atoms: 

Black hole atoms originate from the inside through the collapse of the electron shells of ordinary 

atoms through the formation of vanderwaals bonds between the pairs of electrons inside the electron 

shells of ordinary atoms ≥ Be. In principle the arrangement of the electron shells and the sub shells in 

black hole atoms is exactly the same as those of the common elements of the periodic table of 

elements. However at first the periodic table of black hole atoms start from the first black hole 
element beryllium (Be). See Figures 18a - 18n. 

In black hole atoms electron shells do not contain electron pairs any more but only single electrons 

moving to near the speed of light rotating around their nucleus in electron orbits and their sub shells 

filled with two single or with up to 8 separate electrons from disintegrated orbitals. 

 

-) Singularity is impossible: 
The presence of all the kinetic energy requires higgs particles in black hole atoms present in protons 

and electrons, and thereby the black-hole atom to itself takes up a minimal amount of space. Therefore 

black hole atoms are not further compressible to a state of a singularity or a real point mass! 

Black hole atoms are the most compressed form of mass and matter in the universe. The Big Bang did 

not start from a singularity! 
 

-) All matter and forces on it are derivatives of the proton and electron 

In the force system derived by Uiterwijk Winkel, all forces on black-hole-matter logical and 

predictable derivatives from: 

a) the elementary charge forces, 

b) elementary magnetic spin forces of the proton and electron and from  
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c) the centripetal force of the shell electron around the nucleus. 

The other forces are generated only when there is (black hole) atoms and (rotational) speed of that 

black-hole-atom in the universe relative to the center C.  

For black hole atoms only gravitational (force) radiation is relevant, particularly the own ‘rotation 

gravitation’ and ‘expansion gravitation’. 

 

-) No direct relationship between mass and gravity: 

Gravitation arises only if the black-hole atom moves in the universe with respect to the center C of the 

universe. Gravitation is solely generated by the electron shell in orbits around the nucleus and not by 
or from the mass of the atomic nucleus! In science the concepts of mass and gravitation are not at all 

physically connected in spite of what Newton argued with Fgrav = GMm/d2. See the document E3 and 

E3-1 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

 

-) Vector Law of Uiterwijk Winkel: 

Gravitation and the covalent radical force (the other physical and chemical forces are lacking in a 

black hole) are made up of as many force vectors as numbers of movements in the universe the meant 

black hole makes relative to the center C of the universe. This also applies to all other ordinary 

celestial bodies within a galaxy. The chemical covalent radical force for black hole atoms is there but 

cannot form chemical bonds. 

 
Only gravitation is relevant and it is composed of 9 to 11 gravitational force components. In ordinary 

matter action = reaction (the third law of Newton) applies only to similar forces and similar 

gravitational force vectors. 

This relationship between the speed of an atom in the universe with respect to center C and the 

formation of physical and chemical forces and bonds, the Vector Law of Uiterwijk Winkel, is not (yet) 

recognized in the science in the year 2015. 

 

-) Movements atom in the universe versus quantum physics: 

With the mapping of all the current movements of the earth in the universe relative to C the 

relationship between the velocity and the Vector Law of Uiterwijk Winkel can be filled and completed 

after modeling the cycle of the universe. Then the current problems in quantum physics can be solved 
completely in principle! 

 

-) Black holes contain much more matter: 

On earth only a small part of the huge ‘rotation gravity’ of a black hole or of the central black hole of 

the Milky Way can be observed. From Earth, we measure only the rectified expansion gravitation of 

the central black hole but virtually nothing of its massive gravitational rotation! So only 1 of the 9 to 

11 gravitational vectors. Black holes generate more gravity and thus contain more matter than on the 

basis of measurements on Earth and in the galaxy can be derived! Indeed it explains only a part of the 

missing ‘dark matter’. 

 

-) Additional factor cos α to gravitational formula: 
Much more important for filling in the 'dark matter' is to add a factor cos α to the gravitational 
formulas. See the new derived gravitational formula by Franklin Roos in document E3. The cos α 

in the calculations on universal scale results in much more gravitation in the universal spherical shell 

and thus in the presence of many more matter and kinetic energy. With the addition of cos α the 

balance of the universal mass and the energy one fit already much better! See in 2014 at document E3 

the attached figures 1-6. 

 

-) Forces outside black holes: 
The only forces which are ‘visible’ from the exterior of black holes are: 

1) the gravity / gravitational field 

2) the magnetic field is oriented around the axis of rotation of the black hole and 

3) the electric field. 
The magnetic and electric field are created by the enormous angular velocities of the black hole and 

attached around the black hole lightest elements hydrogen, helium and lithium. Upon the collapse of 

ordinary atoms ≥ Be all photons are emitted in the direction of the axis of rotation. 

 

 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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-) Black holes are super cold and cannot emit any light or heat: 
In fact black holes cannot emit any heat because every black-hole atom is near to absolute zero, 0 

kelvin and probably standard with only 2.7 kelvin. Such temperature is equal to the background 

temperature of the universe. The electrons in black hole atoms do not longer jump to another shell. 

Therefore and in combination with the extremely low temperature this shell electrons cannot emit 

photons of light. And that has nothing to do with gravity. 

 

-) Black holes cannot warp time and space: 

In principle the event horizon of black holes is similar to that on Earth. Despite their enormous 
rotation speed and rotation gravitation black holes do not possess the ability to distort local time (or 

the universe clock time) nor locally the space of the universe. That would totally and completely 

disturb the completion of the cycle of the universe. 

All ordinary matter or all ordinary atoms in the universe and all the black hole atoms in black holes 

have always exactly the same linear progressive universe clock time.  

The universal clock time shall always be exactly the same everywhere in the universe. Deformation of 

time and space is impossible. 

 

-) Time differences in identical atomic clocks: 

In atomic clocks on earth and exactly the same clocks in orbit around the earth apparently show small 

time differences! However, this difference in measured time is due to the slightly larger rate of atomic 
clocks in orbit around the earth in relation of the center C of the universe compared to the exact 

atomic clocks on Earth. 

 

Due to the relative velocity difference of about 11 km/s in orbit around the earth and so in the universe 

all atoms orbiting around, atomic clocks quantitatively slightly larger forces than on earth left atomic 

clocks. That causes extremely low, constant and measurable, differences in the decay rate of the 

oscillation frequency of crystals on Earth and in orbit around the Earth! The measured differences in 

time are not real but very useful for GPS systems. 

 

This apparently measured and explainable differences in 'time' have absolutely nothing to do with the 

local deformation of the (universe clock) time nor space deformations of the universe as arising from 
the theory of relativity! 

 

-) Time and space only relative to C and the time of the Little Bang: 
In theoretical considerations you are not free to choose your own point of observation nor to define 

time of observation with your own clock. 

Space and time may only be determined and measured with respect to: 

a) the center C of the universe and 

b) the timing of the Little Bang that around 40 - took place 45 billion years ago. 

These stringent restrictions apply explicitly as starting points in all theoretical considerations and 

therefore also apply to the theory of relativity of Einstein. There it goes wrong. The theory of 

relativity must be overhauled in the context of the universe cycle and that is why this theory perishes. 

Another reason is that Einstein's famous formula E = mc2 does not meet the min/max 1 principle 
because it cannot display single steps. 

 

-) Time is linear moving; everywhere in the universe is always exactly the same universe clock 

time: 

The space of the universe is nowadays still growing but more slowly than before. Under the influence 

of gravitation only about 150-250 billion years everywhere simultaneously ends the expansion of the 

universe. All galaxies disappear completely in their central black hole. Then gravitation start 

everywhere simultaneously then shrinking the universe which consists of 4 to 20 billion central black 

holes that form the universe spherical shell. 

Around 2 to 3 billion years later all central black holes of galaxies containing all mass, matter and 

energy gather the exact same moment back at the center C of the universe. That can only succeed if 
everywhere in the universe exactly the same linear progressive universe clock time prevails! 

 

Time is a linear rolling phenomenon. All items both in and outside the universe spherical shell with or 

without matter always have exactly the same universe clock time as those in the center C. Inside, all 

the black holes applies everywhere always exactly the same time as elsewhere. Within the universe 

mutual time differences are not possible! 
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It seems the universe clock time moves with infinite speeds from the center C of the universe through 

the whole universe. 

 

-) Deforming of time and space: 
The life cycle of the universe consists of structured and entirely predictable change of matter, time and 

space. Distortion by black holes of their local time and space would disturb the life cycle of the 

universe and would make it impossible: the universe cannot repeat itself! 

 

-) Time to get rid of all black holes ‘scientific’ mysticism: 
Uiterwijk Winkel clarifies the structure of black hole atoms, the forces and the physical properties of 

black hole atoms and hence the properties of black holes and other compact celestial bodies.  

On closer inspection black holes turn out to be quite normal, extremely cold, extremely rapidly 

rotating celestial bodies in the universe that generate a lot of gravity. 

Black holes play an essential function within the universe cycle. Black holes are strictly logical, 

traceable and predictable properties without any distortion of time nor space in their immediate 

vicinity. 

 

Unfortunately 'scientific' fantasies and misunderstandings have created wild and sometimes 

completely false images around this compact celestial bodies. To give these particular celestial bodies 

real finally scientific, pragmatic and especially sober description earns a high priority. 
 

 

* 5) SUMMERY: 
 

-) Black hole matter: 

1) Black hole atoms always arise indirectly from ordinary atoms of the periodic table of which the 

electron shells and sub shells in their same structure collapse to just near the nucleus. 

This collapse of the electron shells is the result of the temporary shapes by the electron pairs of true 

vanderwaals bonds (= London force/bond) inside the electron shells and between the (sub) electron 

shells of the neighbor common atom. 

 
2) The collapse of the (sub) electron shells until right near the nucleus can only occur: 

a) ordinary atoms at least two or more electron pairs have thus only from beryllium (Be) and 

b) only at extremely high (rotational) velocities of the ordinary atom in the universe. 

Compact celestial bodies as black holes contain only black hole atoms ≥ beryllium. 

 

3) Black holes do not contain hydrogen, helium and lithium! 

The elements hydrogen (H), helium (He) and lithium (Li) have not at least two pair of electrons and 

thus cannot collapse to a black hole atom. Therefore, these lightest elements cannot be incorporated 

into a black hole! At first the lightest elements around the central black hole of the galaxy to beryllium 

or higher have to fuse to higher elements before they can get into the black hole. 

 

4) During the collapse of the electron shells all electron pairs fall apart into single electrons moving 
with the speed of light around their nucleus. At black hole atoms the structure of the (sub) electron 

shells is in exactly the same principle that by simple elements but then contain only single shell 

electrons. 

The structure of the K, L, M, N, O, P and Q shells and of their sub shells of 2 or 8 shell electrons 

remains completely intact, and these are filled with the same numbers as in the ordinary shell 

electrons atom. See Figures 18 and 19. 

 

5) For black hole atoms also exists a periodic system of black hole atoms launched from the black-

hole-atom beryllium. 

 

6) Single shell electrons of black hole atoms cannot any more bind to electron pairs. With the orbitals 
vanderwaals force disappears and only the chemical radical power remains on but that force cannot 

form bonds any longer. Black hole molecules are not possible; only black hole atoms. 

 

-) Temperature of black holes: 

7) Due to the collapse of the electron shells, the nucleus of black hole atoms has virtually no room to 

vibrate. During the collapse to a black-hole-atom all the photons of light and virtually all infrared 
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photons are 'squeezed' and repelled. Physically seen black hole atoms and hence black holes are super 

cold and turn them near 2.7 kelvin and therefore close to absolute zero. 

 

8) Due to the extremely low temperature of 2.7 kelvin to black hole atoms electrons cannot jump any 

longer to another shell and thus no longer emit photons of light. They only emit gravitation, high-

energy nuclear particles and very little infrared radiation. 

The reason that black holes cannot emit light photons has everything to do with their extremely low 

temperature and has nothing to do with their enormous gravitation! 

 

-) Forces on black hole atoms: 

9) All forces on the black-hole-atom let strictly deduce themselves if the atomic model of Bohr is 

adjusted by replacing each neutron by one proton and one ‘nuclear electron’ so that all atomic nuclei 

are exclusively constructed with positively charged protons and negatively charged electrons! 

 

10) Then the strong nuclear force is replaced by the ‘strong charge force’. 

The weak nuclear force is also deleted and replaced by the ‘weak magnetic spin force’. 

 

11) The structure of the force systems of ordinary atoms and of black-hole-ones are the result of 

velocities of the atom in the universe, and follows the same scheme as in normal elements of the 

periodic system. 
 

12) black hole atoms miss electron pairs and lack the associated forces as the vanderwaals force and 

the chemical load force. Only the chemical covalent radical force is present, but which cannot form 

bonds. 

 

13) Table 1-1: with black hole atoms about 8 different fundamental forces are distinguished; with 

ordinary atoms it comes to 12 fundamental forces; see the document F1D. The system of forces is at 

black hole atoms simpler in design than the forces of ordinary atoms, because there are no electron 

pairs. 

 

14) without exception in the black-hole-matter all the atoms under a), b), c1), c2), c3) -1 in Table 1-1, 
all forces: 

-) have been linked directly to matter or to the black hole atom, 

-) be traced to a specific site on the atom: 

    the nucleus itself and present protons and nuclear electrons there 

    and the single shell electrons at black-hole atoms in the (sub) electron shells 

    rotating near the speed of light around their nucleus. 

 

15) In fact with black hole atoms only the gravitation(al force) radiation is relevant. 

Each of the 9 to 11 velocities of the black-hole atom in the universe relative of the center C of the 

universe generates its own gravitational force vector and therefore one of the 9 to 11 present 

gravitation (force) vectors. 

With two or more celestial bodies only equal gravity force vectors mutually attract; differing force 
vectors are utterly indifferent for each other. (Vector Law of Uiterwijk Winkel) 

 

16) Black hole atoms themselves cannot absorb light nor infrared radiation nor particle radiation. 

Black holes are perfect mirrors which all kind of radiation reflects for 100%! Excluding the central 

black holes of galaxies with their fusion all the smaller black holes are surrounded with a low super 

cold solid hydrogen, helium and lithium and that mirror is from sight! 

 

-) Properties of black holes: 

17) The central black holes of galaxies themselves are standard at 2.7 kelvin even within an 

environment which is millions of kelvin or higher due to fusion. 

May be a small black hole in the nucleus of big stars are present or hidden! 
 

18) Enumerating all forces on the black-hole-atom and the causes of them all the basic properties of 

black holes have been known. According to the author black holes thus now fully predictable celestial 

bodies; rational and without any form of mysticism! 
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-) No warping of time and space: 
19) Black holes do not deform locally (universe clock) time nor their surrounding space. Everywhere 

in the universe shall always be exactly the same universe clock time. In no way black holes are able to 

deform the time nor the space. The event horizon of black holes is exactly the same as that on the 

earth. 

 

-) A black hole cannot reduce to a singularity: 

20) Because of the kinetic energy present higgs particles of the protons and electrons of black hole 

atoms each higgs particle uses a minimum amount of space. Both kinetic energy and the electron 
shells of black hole atoms can prevent further collapse into a singularity no matter how high local 

pressure and gravity become. 

 

-) Clearing up myths surrounding compact black holes: 

21) For sure it is about time to the scientific literature to get rid of all formed and woven mythical 

rubbish within the science around black holes. They are very normal celestial bodies with completely 

predictable properties which play a vital role in the settlement of the universe cycle. 

 

 

 

 

Ir. A.P.B. Uiterwijk Winkel *) **) ***) 

Zwijndrecht, 11 November 2014. 
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